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Goal 2

Maximize PR impact with travel and
destination marketing media

MISSION

Goal 3

Travel Southern Oregon (TSO) is one of the oldest
Regional Destination Management Organizations
in the state, having formed in 1983 to cooperatively
market Southern Oregon as the Southern Oregon
Visitors Association (SOVA).
Today the official mission of TSO remains to drive
increased visitation and prolonged overnight stays in
our five-county region through cooperative marketing
programs. The goals of the organization have expanded
significantly to include industry support and the
development of destinations and human resources to
ensure continued positive regional economic impact.

Create best-in-industrey front-line
experience for visitors

Goal 4

Broaden destination development outreach,
product and marketing of regional
destination opportunities.

RCTP GOALS

Goal 1

Increase regionally branded TSO and
partner advertising opportunities

Goal 5

Cultivate FAM opportunities and
itineraries for international and domestic
suppliers with an ever-increasing pool of
regional partners and industries
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ORGANIZATION
Travel Southern Oregon is an independent 501c6
organization directed by a board of 22 tourism industry
stakeholders from every count and industry in the region,
and has a full time staff of two.
Our RDMO serves constituents across five counties and
holds board meetings six times a year across the region. The
main population centers of region are along the I-5 corridor
in Jackson, Josephine and Douglas counties. Klamath Falls
along Highway 97 and Lakeview along Highway 395, both
major corridors from California into Oregon, serve as key
entry points and visitor clusters in the region.

22

Tourism Stakeholders
on the board

+
2

Full Time Sta

OVERALL SUCCESS MEASURES
Community stakeholder engagement and satisfaction is a
primary measure of success for this next RCTP biennium.
To that end, TSO will commit to increasing the number
of stakeholder engagement opportunities throughout
the region, driving attendance at these events to increase
awareness and participation in TSO regional projects.

survey of stakeholder
engagement

We anticipate significantly increased awareness of regional
tourism programs with the next survey cycle in 2019.
A key measure of success will be in our web analytics for
returning and new visitors responding to increased PR
and marketing efforts: our goal is a 100% increase in web
visitation in 2017-2018, with an additional 50% increase in
2018-2019.
We must begin to make an impact in the marketplace for
our stakeholders, and our website will be the primary
vehicle for those visitor contacts both through advertising,
e-newsletters and a much more robust PR effort to inspire
visitors through the power of Southern Oregon stories.

web analytics

social media engagement

occupancy rates

Secondary measures of success with be increased social
media engagement, increased Q1 occupancy rates, and
increasing TSO membership by 25% in the next biennium.
TSP membership

PEOPLE & MEASUREMENT
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OPPORTUNITY

REGIONAL TOURISM
Positive Growth
As with the rest of the state, 		
Southern Oregon continues to see positive
growth in regards to visitor spending,
increased overnights and additional air
service to the region.
In 2016, the region received over $1 billion in
direct spending from visitation to Southern
Oregon. This was in line with past years with a
2% growth year over year (2016, Dean Runyan).
This represents a 15% increase from the low of
$775 million during the 2010 recession.
In our region over 11,000 jobs are generated by
our tourism economy (2016 Dean Runyan).
We continue to see this trend as more people
visit Oregon and our region. Our primary
visitor market is definitely Northern California.
Southern Oregon has always been a unique
location. Midway between Portland and
Sacramento and the San Francisco Bay area,
this region has always welcomed Interstate
5 travelers from Oregon, Washington and
California, as well as the multi-day explorer.
Surrounded national parks to our east and west,
Crater Lake National Park in the Cascades
and Redwoods National Park on California’s
North Coast, the region is one of Oregon’s
most diverse landscapes, offering wilderness
whitewater rafting and famous orchards, alpine
hiking and high deserts in one short visit. Add
in the Oregon Wild Rivers Coast, the cultural
icon Oregon Shakespeare Festival and our
increasingly well-known wine industries in the
Umpqua, Rogue and Applegate, and we have a
great destination to share with the visitor.
At no other time since the existence of SOVA
(Southern Oregon Visitor Association) have
we had the right people, with the right message
and adequate funding to push out
our messaging. The coming biennium is an
exciting time for this region and we look
forward to delivering an exceptional product
to our audience.

STATE OF TOURISM

photo

15%

increase since 2010 in
direct spending from visitors

2016 Direct Visitor Spending

$1 billion

2%
Growth Year Over Year

11,000 jobs

generated by tourism economy

Top regional attractions for
I-5 travelers from Oregon,
Washington, and California

Northern
California
Primary Visitor Market

Crater Lake
National Park
Oregon Caves
& Chateu
Oregon Wild
Rivers Coast
Oregon Shakespear
Festival
Wine Industries in
Umpqua
Rogue
Applegate
CHRISTIAN HEEB
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STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK
Our Southern Oregon regional stakeholders have a strong
desire to see TSO become a more active advocate for the
value of tourism in their communities. Our RCTP plan
will focus largely on creating the human and resource
infrastructure to drive increased awareness, satisfaction
and support among stakeholders for TSO’s more active
role in the destination marketplace.

General feedback from stakeholders:
Sixteen percent of stakeholders are dissatisfied with the
direction the tourism industry was going regionally, a
greater share than most other regions in the state.
While there is a core group of stakeholders who are
familiar with TSO’s regional marketing, PR and other
tactics, but there is a far greater share--more than 60% in
some categories such as regional capacity building tactics
and global sales strategies--that remain unfamiliar with
our regional initiatives.
Our response is to see this feedback as mandate to
meaningfully connect the work TSO will do in the areas
of destination capacity building, industry services, global
sales and marketing to the lives of our industry
stakeholders. The effort to raise regional awareness of
TSO’s goals and build trust and familiarity across the
region is a high priority for the organization.
The top priorities of stakeholders for the RCTP plan
focused on four areas:

Feedback from Stakeholders:
“Create a strong regional voice and point of view in the
destination marketplace and execute campaigns that push
a Southern Oregon brand into the inspiration and travel
planning cycles of visitors’ trips”

TSO response:
We have embarked on the creation of a strong new Southern
Oregon brand identity that will begin to roll out across
the region and our markets this year. This will allow us to
create and manage alignment in our regional messaging
and tactical marketing, and will consume a fair amount of
resource across a breadth of tactics in the RCTP plan.

STATE OF TOURISM

Feedback from Stakeholders:

60%

of stakeholders, from across various industry
sectors, believe providing one-on-one staff
training and education opportunities for
visitor-facing organizations is a top priority.

TSO response:
We have incorporated several tactics from the Menu of
Opportunities in both Industry Services and Global Sales
to help provide engagement and training opportunities
for our regional stakeholders.

Feedback from Stakeholders:

65%

of stakeholders said strengthening FAM
and itinerary development for travel trade
is a high priority--a much higher percentage
than other regions.

TSO response:
In addition to a healthy spend in the area of PR agency
assistance in the global marketing to raise awareness
of Southern Oregon as a great destination, we will
participate in 13 global sales initiatives from the menu of
opportunities, ranging from European sales missions to
domestic tour operator shows to one-on-one meetings with
representatives from the China travel trade industry.

Feedback from Stakeholders:

75%

of stakeholders want us to increase local
capacity for tourism marketing,

80%

want to see an improved
TSO website

78%

want to see more leverage of
Travel Oregon opportunities

76%

rate the creation of regional PR stories
as a high priority

TSO response:
We will dedicate the resources we need to create a new
TSO website that will serve as an online hub for regional
marketing, PR and advertising opportunities. By investing
in photography, web design, and targeted consumer ad
buys while providing opportunities for stakeholders to
leverage TSO market buys with co-op opportunities, we
will create an inspirational destination planning platform
that funnels through the TSO website. Industry and
consumer newsletters with new content and a steady
flow of fresh PR stories and social media support will
drive traffic through the website.
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PLAN
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OVERALL BUDGET
DEPARTMENT/CATEGORY

FY 17-18 BUDGET

FY 18-19 BUDGET

BIENNIUM BUDGET

% OF BUDGET

Global Marketing

$147,000

$196,000

$343,000

38%

Sta ng

$120,000

$127,131

$247,131

27%

Global Sales

$49,500

$74,000

$123,500

14%

Destination Development

$50,500

$64,264

$114,764

13%

Other

$24,779

$34,994

$59,773

7%

$8,500

$9,500

$18,000

2%

$400,279

$505,889

$906,168

100%

Industry & Visitor Services
Total

RCTP OVERALL PLAN
- GLOBAL MARKETING PLAN MONTHS
07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

#1 NEW TSO WEBSITE $38,000
#2 NEW PHOTO ASSETS $18,000
#3 PR AGENCY ASSISTENCE $20,000
#4 MEDIA FAM TOURS $25,000
#5 INFLUENCER MARKETING $16,000
#6 SPRING 18/19 MKT CAMPAIGN $10,000
#7 WINTER 18/19 MKT CAMPAIGN $10,000
#8 TORP PROGRAM $4,000
#9 STORY EVERYWHERE ENHANCE $5,000
#10 CREATIVE/BRAND DEVELOP $75,500
#11 2018 TSO CAMPAIGN $45,000
#12 2019 TSO CAMPAIGN $33,400
#13 TSO SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAINS $16,000
#14 SOCIETY OF AMERICAN TRAVEL WRITERS $6,000

2017

BUDGET

2018

2019
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- DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT PLAN MONTHS
07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

#1 RARE FOR UMPQUA RURAL STU $12,000
#2 RARE FOR KLAMATH BASIN RU $12,000
#3 MTN ROGUE MTN BIKE TRAIL $15,000
#4 RURAL TOURISM HART MTN $10,000
#5 RURAL TOURISM OUTDOOR INDUS $10,000

#7 REGIONAL WAYFINDING SIGNAGE $23,000
#8 OUTDOOR TRAIL DEVELOP SUPP $18,000
#9 OREGON DISCOVERY TRAILS $5,000

2017

2018

2019

- GLOBAL SALES PLAN MONTHS
07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

#1 IPW $13,000
#2 OREGON ROAD RALLEY $13,600
#3 TRAVEL TRADE FAM/PRESS $40,500
#4 TRAVEFY $4,800
#5 VANCOUVER ADVENTURE SHOW $5,000
#6 WESTERN CANADA ROAD SHOW $3,000
#7 ACTIVE AMERICA CHINA SUMMIT $6,000
#8 ITINERARY DEVELOPMENT $30,800
#9 TOURISM ECONOMICS $500
#10 BRAND USA MICROSITE $10,000

2017

BUDGET

2018

2019
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- INDUSTRY & SERVICES PLAN MONTHS
07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

#1 ONLINE/IN PERSON GUEST SERVICES $10,000
#2 OREGON WELCOME BROCHURE $4,500
#3 INDUSTRY & VISITOR SERVICE TRAINING $3,500

2017

BUDGET

2018

2019
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GLOBAL MARKETING
Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.
For the next biennium TSO will focus on creating an
inspirational online and on-the-ground experience
for visitors and stakeholders.
Creating new photographic and video assets to tell a
distinctively branded Southern Oregon story in our
advertising and our social media engagements will
be a priority.

We will dedicate advertising dollars to begin brand
penetration in our key Northern California and Portland
markets, while exploring new ways to optimize sector
marketing within that target market (ie. wine visitors,
river rafters, cultural enthusiasts).

TACTICS
# 1 New Travel Southern Oregon website

# 11

# 2 Develop new photographic assets

# 12 2019 TSO spring & summer campaign

# 3 PR agency assistance

# 13 TSO social media campaigns

# 4 Media familiarization tours

# 14 Society of American Travel Writers
(SATW) FAM

2018 TSO Campaign

# 5 Influencer marketing
# 6 Spring 2018 & 2019 campaign co-op
# 7 Winter 2018 & 2019 campaign co-op
# 8 TORP Program
# 9 Your Story Everywhere-Enhanced
# 10 Creative and brand development

TACTICS
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DESTINATION DEVELOPMENT
Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.
Our strategy in this area will focus on two key industry
areas in the next biennium: wine and culinary and
outdoor recreation.

The strategy is to create the necessary industry
partnerships for foundational stability and growth of
destination development and support current efforts to
normalize regional collaboration.

The evolution of our area into a premier West Coast
destination for trail runners, off-road and on-road
cyclists, and culinary adventurers is one of our
region’s chief assets.

On the marketing side, we want to establish a branded
set of assets to invite increased visitation and overnight
stays in the region, with a focus on extending the
season and visitor base for our regional stakeholders
in these industries.

75% of stakeholders said increasing local tourism
capacity was a high priority and 68% said providing
more opportunity for visitors to experience the
region’s rural agricultural and outdoor rec landscapes
was a high priority.

TACTICS
# 1 RARE for Umpqua
Rural Tourism Studio

#6

Rural Tourism Studio Upper Rogue Area or Applegate Valley

# 2 RARE for Klamath
Basin Rural Tourism Studio

#7

Regional wayfinding signage

#8

Outdoor recreation trail development
support

#9

Oregon Discovery TrailsApplegate Trail Route

# 3 Mountain of the Rogue Mountain Bike
Trail System
# 4 Rural Tourism Studio Warner Lakes/Hart Mountain, Lake County
# 5 Rural Tourism Studio Outdoor Industry in Region

TACTICS
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GLOBAL SALES
Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.
The Southern Oregon region is fortunate to be home
to or offer visitor services to four significant 		
national attractions:
»» Crater Lake National Park,
»» Oregon Caves National Monument,
»» Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument and,
»» Lava Beds National Monument.
Developing exciting itineraries in the next biennium
for international and domestic operators that connect
and highlight these major attractions is a key
strategic initiative.

Overall stakeholders expressed more importance to
the domestic market than the international market;
strategic investment in international sales in Western
Canada for individual travelers and China for group
travel remains important.
Helping local businesses understand and connect to
the travel trade supply chain is a key strategic goal, as is
developing itineraries that allow for better linking to the
diversity of visitor opportunities across the region.
Further identifying niche itineraries that inspire visitation
and allow a deeper experience in one area of the region
will help overcome the obstacle that vast distances and a
wide variety of geographies create in the region.

TACTICS
# 1 IPW

#6

Western Canada Road Show

# 2 Oregon Road Rally

#7

Active America China Summit

# 3 Travel trade FAM and press trips

#8

Itinerary Development USA and internationalt

#9

Tourism Economics International
Regional Research

# 4 Travefy
# 5 Vancouver Outdoor Adventure Show

# 10 Brand USA Microsite

TACTICS
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INDUSTRY & VISITOR SERVICES
Visit the live RCTP Dashboard for full tactic details and progress.
In the next biennium Southern Oregon will become host to
one of the most frequently visited Welcome Centers in the
state on Interstate 5 at mile 12.

Additionally, a newly branded Visitor Guide and itinerary
collateral will inspire visitors to explore Southern Oregon
many opportunities.

Investing in service training for our regional staff in the
cultural, culinary, agricultural (wine), lodging and outdoor
rec areas is a key strategic goal to help the region capitalize
on this new visitor resource.

A key component of our Industry Service strategy will
also be the old-fashioned goal of “showing up”--showing
up at local and regional civic meetings to be a voice for the
regional tourism industry and its economic impact on the
region as a whole.

TACTICS
# 1 Online and in-person tourism guest services

#6

Industry & visitor service training
opportunities: Travel Oregon grants

# 2 Oregon Welcome Center brochure program

TACTICS
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STAFFING & OTHER
Staffing Planned Budget: $247,131

Other Planned Budget: $59,660

Brad Niva is the Executive Director and will oversee
fulfillment of the RCTP plan and manage the organization
from a staffing, financial and daily management role. Brad
‘s duties are to manage the Destination Development and
Industry Services section of our RCTP plan. Brad’s salary
is 100% billed to the staffing line item in the RCTP plan.

Travel Southern Oregon is setting aside $59,660 for
travel around our region and state for the fulfillment of
the RCTP plan. As well as expenses incurred with a larger
staff for office space and technology upgrades so we can
meet our RCTP goals.

Bob Hackett is the Marketing Manager and will oversee
the global marketing and global sales of the Region 5 RCTP
plan. Bob’s salary is based on 55% from RCTP Staffing and
45% from management and delivery of products inside of
the global marketing and global sales line items.
Jordan Boyd is our Digital Marketing Manager and
oversees our social media platform and will be supporting
Bob Hackett in delivering our Global Marketing projects.
Jordan’s pay structure is 50% billable to RCTP Staffing
and the other 50% is billable to delivery of the RCTP
Global Marketing.
Sue Price is our contractor for Global Sales, Global
Marketing and Industry Services. We have budgeted her
contract to be 100% billable to projects inside of these
departments. Majority of Sue’s wages will be contained in
Itinerary Development, IPW, Oregon Road Rally, Canada
Sales Shows, Travel Trade FAM, Influence Marketing and
Travel Oregon Itinerary Management.
Admin Assistant will be a new part time hire for our
organization. This person will be paid via 40% to the
RCTP Staffing line item. The other 60% of the wages
will be billable to supporting Global Marketing products
such as industry and consumer newsletters, itinerary
development with Sue Price, travel trade inquiries, TORP
management and support staff in numerous other projects
to fulfill RCTP plan.
We anticipate to come in at 25% staffing in our 2018/2019
budget, however with startup for our organization a 27%
staffing billed to RCTP will be needed in the 2017/2018
budget year.
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